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Hearing Landscape Critically

Sense, Text, Ideology

Link: Hearing Landscape Critically

18 May 12 to 19 May 12

Oxford University

A two-day conference which aimed to explore intersections between music
and landscape in an interdisciplinary forum was held at Oxford’s Faculty of
Music on 18 and 19 May 2012, supported by the RMA and the University of
Oxford. Co-convened by Jonathan Hicks (Oxford), Michael Uy (Harvard) and
Carina Venter (Oxford), the event brought together delegates representing
virtually every conceivable sub-field of musicology, with scholars whose
backgrounds span disciplinary territory from anthropology and cultural
geography to sociology, the visual arts and beyond.

This diverse atmosphere was further enriched by the presentation of research
from outside the UK, especially in light of the grass-roots passion with which
delegates discussed issues affecting the landscapes that they themselves
inhabit. The opening plenary session, ‘Roots, Routes and Railways’, set the
scene, with Brian Katen (Virginia Tech) introducing the Crooked Road heritage
trail in a paper which sought to situate the living history of bluegrass in the
Appalachian landscape that it continues to shape. In her thoughtful
exploration of Oscar Peterson’s Canadiana Suite (1964), Lucille Mok (Harvard)
proceeded by reminding us of the implications for class and ethnic mobility in
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the musical traversal of idealized national landscapes. George Revill (Open
University) concluded the session by using Chris Watson’s sonic portrait of a
train passing coast-to-coast through Mexico (El tren fantasma, 2011) as the basis
for an impressive theoretical rumination on the semiotics of acoustic space.

After the opening plenary, attendees chose between a session on ‘Recording
Sites and Maps’, which explored increasingly hi-tech means of placing sound
in landscape, and a second group of papers reflecting on a number of
theoretical issues. Carina Venter set the high-water mark with her ambitious
paper ‘The Twilight of Vision: An “Eye” for an “I”’. Musing on Philip Glass’s
2005 opera Waiting for the Barbarians, she invoked Derrida and Deleuze in
critiquing the subjectâ€“object relation implicit in ocularcentric approaches to
landscape (an issue foregrounded in the conference’s call for papers),
interrogating many of the central topics of the meeting in the process.

Whereas Friday morning was characterized by theoretical dialogue, the latter
sessions of the day moved into increasingly political territory. Following a
study by Carolyn Guzski (SUNY Buffalo) of early twentieth-century balletic
representations of African American dance via Henry F. Gilbert’s evocation of
New Orleans’s Congo Square, Michael Uy concluded the ‘Operatic
Perspectives’ session with a fascinating investigation of the staging of
Gershwin’s iconic ‘black opera’ Porgy and Bess in the Soviet Union at the height
of the Cold War.

In the first day’s keynote address, geographer David Matless (Nottingham)
wove a plethora of cultural artefacts, from folk melody anthologies and
birdsong to tourist literature and radio, into an expansive exploration of the
changing soundscapes of the Norfolk Broads. Building on the anti-ocular ethos
of the conference, Matless’s virtuosic demonstration of sonic geography’s
potential as an alternative to visual approaches to landscape served as an
emphatic central point to the conference, refocusing proceedings for the
coming day.

On Saturday morning, Oskar Cox Jensen (Oxford) and Flora Willson (King’s
College London) both presented research on music and urban noise in
nineteenth-century London, with their respective projects drawing to a
striking extent on the emergent interdisciplinary field of sound studies.



Indeed, sound was to remain a focal point in the ‘Politics of Noise and Space’
session, which opened with a psychological contextualization of Italian
Futurism by Gavin Williams (Harvard). Contributions from the perspective of
sound studies come as no great surprise at such a conference, given the extent
to which sonic geography appeals to musicologists because of its utility in
interrogating ontological boundaries separating the musical object from
environmental noise. The occasional blurring of these related approaches was
one of a number of issues to provoke lively debate during the afternoon’s
scheduled period of informal discussion concerning the future of the interest
group.

In the more centric if no less provocative late-morning session ‘Composing
Landscape’, Daniel Grimley (Oxford) offered a rich analytical reading of
sesquicentennial composer Frederick Delius’s The Song of the High Hills,
drawing on Bergsonian philosophy to interrogate the tension between
historical and imagined place. Stephanus Muller (Stellenbosch) followed with
an insightful paper problematizing the music of Stephanus Le Roux Marais
(the ‘Afrikaans Schubert’) by highlighting the implications of asserting an
idealized South African landscape by means of a culturally European musical
rhetoric. The afternoon’s ‘Encounter and Exchange’ panel continued in the
post-colonial vein, exploring the liminality of maritime trade in its role as a
destabilizing cultural force: Christopher J. Smith (Texas Tech) drew on the
history of west-Atlantic racial mobility in the American Federalist Era; and
Thomas Irvine (Southampton) provided an outline of the ritualized sonic
encounters between Chinese traders and the East India Company. Jiajie Zhang
(Durham) ended the session by introducing a remarkable research topic
concerning the ongoing Kinmen Tunnel Music Festival in Taiwan, which seeks
to reappropriate a space carved out by the island’s military past as a site of
post-war musical rapprochement.

A keynote presentation by Julian Johnson (Royal Holloway) concluded the
conference with a topic that proved particularly apposite in light of Matless’s
address the previous evening: whereas Matless had explored music in
landscape from the perspective of sonic geography, Johnson interrogated the
inverse, and more traditionally musicological, phenomenon of landscape in
music or (as he himself put it) ‘music doing landscape’. His ambitious thesis
was glossed assuredly and imaginatively in a series of vignettes spanning



from Mozart to Messiaen. While such breadth inevitably left many threads
untied, the dialogue inspired by Johnson’s and Matless’s presentations made
for a far more inspiring end to proceedings than any tidy summative address.
Fascinating as the connections between landscape and music remain, the
transition of this emerging field to full maturity is likely to be proven by its
efficacy in the establishment of genuinely reciprocal interdisciplinary
relationships. By the end of ‘Hearing Landscape Critically’ I had experienced a
promising sense of the vitality necessary to forge such relationships. With a
second meeting planned for September 2013 at the University of Stellenbosch
in South Africa, it will be exciting to see how this international community
develops with the research interests that brought it together in Oxford.

Frederick Reece is a Ph.D. student in music theory at Harvard University.
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